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I. Subject:   JOU 1100 (Basic Reporting) 

Topic:  Experiencing the Choices on 79th Street 

Grade:   College Level 

Assignment:  This lesson is designed to help beginning reporting students delve further 

into an issue to understand the players behind the scenes so that one day 

they can do their own in-depth investigative environmental reporting and 

see the whole system and layers of science behind an issue, rather than just 

one or two key players or concepts. For starters, this lesson plan has 

students actively engage in the learning process by pairing them up to 

have them each write a restaurant review. This lesson later in the semester 

will delve into looking behind the simple food choices people make to 

have them begin to understand the economic, health and social 

ramifications of seemingly easy meal decisions.  

Instructor: Brenda Krebs – Miami Dade College 



 

II. Goal: Through this restaurant review and the subsequent lessons, students will review the 

different reporting forms in the intro chapter of Writing and Reporting News: A Coaching 

Method, 7th edition by Carole Rich. They will also slowly begin to learn the story behind 

their own food choices and also behind the people who work at two “fast food” 

establishments in their own neighborhood. As they learn more about these foods and people, 

they will be encouraged to expand their focus outward to begin understanding the ways in 

which investigative reporters persistently work on multiple fronts to uncover the hidden 

players behind the scenes and help their readers more fully understand the science running 

through everyday life. Finally, they will propose what topic they want to pursue for their 

final semester writing project, and they will team up with another classmate who will serve 

as their sounding board as they develop their idea. Throughout the whole process, students 

will learn how to incorporate science principles into their journalism writing by incorporating 

in their reporting and writing the ENERGIZING FIVE E’s: Engage, Explore, Explain, 

Elaborate and Evaluate 

  

III. Instructional Objectives: Students will: 

 

1. learn about the different reporting writing forms in the intro chapter of Writing 

and Reporting News: A Coaching Method, 7th edition by Carole Rich 

2. discover where to look up information about how diet impacts both personal 

health and the health of our planet  

3. learn about the people who work at Taco Bell and Choices on 79th Street in 

Miami, and in turn, those who work for megacorporations and smaller, privately 

held companies 

4. learn about Big Corn 

5. work in pairs to discover what their own diets are like and how those 

preferences impact their ability to objectively write about this topic 

6. discuss how they will each use this one restaurant review project to later expand 

outward and write a collective class journalism piece that analyzes the fast food 

biz as represented in a microcosm by these two small restaurants on 79th Street   

7. during all discussions, students will practice the listening techniques in Chapter 

2 of Seeing Systems, Peace, Justice and Sustainability (they don’t have to read 

this, the professor will briefly explain the techniques) 

 

IV. Content Outline:  
 

1. What are some of the different reporting and journalism writing forms? Scan the 

chapter and know how to distinguish a news story from an editorial opinion 

piece, a restaurant review from an advertorial or “native advertising” (an ad 

written as if it were a hard news story), and an investigative journalism series 

from a shorter, one-story, one-source business profile 

2. ENGAGE – Students will first pair up to engage in a fun way by going out to 

breakfast or lunch together on the weekend 

3. EXPLORE – Pairs will explore the options at both restaurant, then write their 

own restaurant reviews. Those short reviews will be the launch pad from which 

to begin looking into diet, health, the economics of food production, the science 

of eating, and the reasons why we should all care about this for the sake of our 

planet and ourselves 



4. EXPLAIN – As the pairs explain their findings to each other, they will then 

begin to work in larger class groups to expand those individual explanations 

into investigative pieces larger than any one of them could produce on their own 

in a one-semester course with their limited background. 

5. ELABORATE – Once the simple paired work (restaurant reviews) are 

complete, the groups will begin analyzing the science and socio-economics 

behind these two establishments (Choices and Taco Bell). As they do so, they 

will elaborate on their many findings. 

6. EVALUATE – At the completion of the final group project, students will 

evaluate how their different perspectives and research subjects enhanced the 

whole group’s ability to evaluate the benefits and costs of both types of 

businesses, in terms of personal health and in more comprehensive ways on the 

overall impact these restaurant chains have on society.  

  

V. Instructional Strategies 

 

LESSON ONE 

 

Warm-up:   
The professor will briefly describe the techniques of effective listening described in 

Chapter 2 of Seeing Systems, Peace, Justice and Sustainability (five minutes) 

 

Activities: 

 

1. Having scanned the opening chapter in Writing and Reporting News: A Coaching 

Method, 7th edition by Carole Rich, one student will be the note taker and write key 

terms on the whiteboard that will be applicable to today’s lesson. Be sure to cover the 

types of stories that journalists cover, from simple business profiles of a single-owner 

enterprise and business briefs to multi-sourced news stories, investigative pieces and 

editorials along with art/theater/restaurant critiques and reviews (five minutes)  

2. The first writing assignment of this lesson plan will be a simple restaurant review. 

After the warm-up exercise above, the professor will ask each student to write a well-

constructed paragraph on their eating preferences, favorite types of foods and general 

knowledge of restaurants in Miami (10 minutes) 

3. The professor will ask students to divide in two groups, with those who consider 

themselves healthy eaters getting up and moving to one side of the room and those 

who love junk food moving to the other side of the room. The hope here is that both 

groups are about equal in size. If so, each side counts off from 1 to whatever (15, if 

there are 30 in the class), and the opposing sides will then former partner pairs by the 

numbers (health food 1 with junk food 1, 2 with 2, etc). If the group is lopsided, then 

trios will be formed (1 healthy to 2 junk foodies). (three minutes)  

4. The pairs will first read each others paragraphs from No. 2 above, and then interview 

each other about their food preferences and eating habits. They will ENGAGE with 

each other to EXPLORE how and why their partner differs so much from themselves. 

Is it because one lives at home with grandmother who cooks for the whole family, 

while another is holding down a full-time job and also going to school with only 

limited time for eating at vending machines? Is it a matter of not knowing how to 

cook, or not having a grocery store nearby? Use the listening techniques described at 

the beginning of class to thoughtfully begin understanding your partner without 



interrupting for two minutes, then flip roles and have the other person speak. (five 

minutes total).  

5. Without talking to your partner, now write up a short profile on that person’s eating 

preferences and habits. See what you remember and captured in your notes. NO extra 

questions allowed during the writing process. (10 minutes)  

6. Volunteers will take turns reading their profile of their partner to the class (only need 

to have two or three pairs do this). The partners will first listen to the report, then 

offer insights as to what their teammate missed. This incorporates the SENCER 

EXPLAIN and EVALUATE techniques from science to the most basic of reporting 

and storytelling techniques. How adept is each student at conveying the essence of 

what their partner told them? This feedback in front of the whole class should be done 

with respect to the concept of good listening and reporting, not personal criticism. 

The professor will interrupt if the comments get personal. (10 minutes) 

7. End the class by watching the TED Talk “Take the Other to Lunch.” 

https://www.ted.com/talks/elizabeth_lesser_take_the_other_to_lunch?language=en 

8. The professor closes the class by telling the partners that they now are going to  

take their partner (the “Other” – health nut and food junkie) to lunch (or breakfast). 

The professor has the pairs divide evenly in half (for ex. 10 pairs on the right of the 

room, 10 on the left). Those on one side will go dine at Choices. The others are 

“Heading for the Border” (Taco Bell). 

 

Homework: 1. Listen to the lunch with the other segment again before going out to eat. 

Be prepared to be an excellent listener. 

https://www.ted.com/talks/elizabeth_lesser_take_the_other_to_lunch?language=en 

2. Take GREAT NOTES during your meal out together. Learn about the other person as 

if you will have to write a profile piece on that person. In addition, take notes on 

everything at the restaurant – your meal choice, the cost, clientele, ambiance, staff 

service.  

3. Write a restaurant review (300 words) from your own perspective, NOT that of your 

partner. 

 

LESSON TWO 

 

Warm-up:   
 

Following up on the homework assignment, the pairs reunite to read each others’ 

reviews. They read once for the basic flow of ideas, as if they were a newspaper reader 

trying to decide whether to go to this restaurant themselves. Next, read again, looking for 

editing errors, following the AP style rules you have been learning throughout the 

semester. Finally, after reading twice and noting on the paper any salient errors or 

questions you have about your partners’ work, take five minutes to talk about how you 

would improve this work before turning it in for a grade. (15 minutes, 10 for the 

reading/notetaking and five for the exchange of ideas, this is the ELABORATE part of 

the assignment) 

 

1. Three willing teams will stand up and read their reviews to the class. Effective 

listening is a must. The class is to take notes and ask any questions they have at the END 

of the three partner readings, NOT midstream. (10 minutes) 

https://www.ted.com/talks/elizabeth_lesser_take_the_other_to_lunch?language=en
https://www.ted.com/talks/elizabeth_lesser_take_the_other_to_lunch?language=en


2. All students will be allowed to take home their essay and rewrite it, incorporating their 

partner’s feedback before the next class. Both the original and the re-write will be turned 

in for a grade. (1 minute to take back their original draft and their partner’s notes) 

3. All healthy eaters will now go to one side of the room and junk food lovers to the other 

side. Both groups will make a list of the pros and cons of the places they ate. In this 

EVALUATE stage of the process, one person from each of the two groups will write 

these observations on the whiteboard. (10 minutes) 

4. Next, the professor will ask if anyone in the class knows about Big Corn and 

Monsanto. Has anyone seen the documentary Super Size Me? In class, students will 

watch a short segment of that documentary. 

 

Homework: 1. Rewrite your restaurant review incorporating your partner’s suggestions. 

Bring both the original and the rewrite to class for the professor to grade. 

2. Watch the documentary Super Size Me in its entirety at home.  

3. Write a review of that documentary, as if you were doing a film critique, rather than a 

personal reaction to the information presented. Talk about quality of the reporting, 

novelty of the “experiment” (on himself!), etc. This should be 250-300 words long. 

 

LESSON THREE 

 

Warm-up:   
 

Healthies and junkies pair up again, this time with a NEW partner. Read each others 

reviews of Super Size Me. As in the warm-up for Lesson Two, read the review twice, first 

as if you were a newspaper reader wanting to know whether to watch the film yourself, 

then as an editor/reporter finding ways for your partner to improve their work. Share your 

suggestions on how your partner can improve their review. You CANNOT argue on their 

opinion, but rather the way they convey it, so grammar, paragraph flow, etc. This is the 

EVALUATION part of the editing process (not opinion, rather evaluation of writing 

technique) (15 minutes) 

 

1. As in Lesson Two, a couple of pairs will read their film review to the class. No 

comments allowed during the “effective listening stage.” Rather, take notes and 

comments will be allowed after the reviews are read aloud (10 minutes) 

2. Now students will be divided into groups by MDC eight metamajors (health sciences, 

humanities, etc). They will sit together with members of their group and brainstorm 

on ways they would take this “story” of two restaurants and expand it for an 

investigative pieces. Perhaps the health sciences people want to study/survey the 

typical customers who walk into each restaurant, the business students might want to 

speak w/ the restaurant employees about their compensation and benefits. Take 10 

minutes for each group to come up with a story list. There must be ONE fleshed out 

story idea for each and every person in the group. 

3. As a class, with a new note taker at the white board, share the story ideas arrived at in 

Step No. 3 above (five minutes).  

4. The professor will be the “assigning editor,” and give each person one of the story 

ideas on the board to write about. This won’t be due for two weeks, so as to give each 

reporter time to reach the idea, write it and work with their metamajor team to edit 

and revise their stories BEFORE presenting them to the class and getting an 

individual and a team grade. 



Homework: 1. Go to the restaurant that you did NOT review the first time and work on 

whichever component/story idea you have been assigned. Do this with your original 

restaurant review partner. Talk about your experiences with your metamajor team and 

any impressions you have of the assignment so far. 

2. Think about how your individual writing piece will tie into the whole “investigative 

series” of your classmates on the two strikingly different fast-food joints side by side on 

79th Street. 

 

VI. Assessment: Students will be graded as pairs on their ability to listen effectively in each of 

the paired activities throughout these lessons. As individuals, they will receive a letter grade 

on the restaurant and film reviews, and a complete or an incomplete on their critique/editing 

of their partner’s work. Each person will also be graded on their final writing project for the 

“investigative series.” 

 

VII. Materials:  

 

1. Intro on writing styles in Writing and Reporting News: A Coaching Method, 7th 

edition by Carole Rich  

2. Super Size Me 

3. the TED Talk “Take the Other to Lunch.” 

https://www.ted.com/talks/elizabeth_lesser_take_the_other_to_lunch?language

=en 

 

VIII. Miami Dade College General Education Outcomes: 

 

Outcome #1: Communicate effectively using listening, speaking, reading and writing 

skills 

Outcome #4:  Formulate strategies to locate, evaluate and apply information 

Outcome #5: Demonstrate knowledge of diverse cultures, including global and 

historical perspectives  

Outcome #10: Describe how natural systems function and recognize the impact of  

humans on the environment 

 

       JOU 1100 Course Competencies: 

Competency 1: The Student will demonstrate knowledge of the various forms of journalism 

writing by:  

 a. Identifying different writing styles 

 b. Relating those styles to the specific journalism intention of the piece they are writing 

(inform for news story vs. influence for editorial piece vs. marketing/ad writing, which is 

designed to influence consumer behavior) 

c. Recognizing the various techniques used to write in these styles (reporting by 

interviewing two or more sources, researching news articles for an editorial piece) 

 

https://www.ted.com/talks/elizabeth_lesser_take_the_other_to_lunch?language=en
https://www.ted.com/talks/elizabeth_lesser_take_the_other_to_lunch?language=en

